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Abstract
This paper evaluates how access to paid parental leave affects labor market entrance for immigrating mothers with small children. Paid parental leave together with job protection may increase labor force participation among women but if it is too generous it may create incentives to stay out of the labor force. This incentive effect may be especially true for mothers immigrating to a country where having small children automatically makes the mothers eligible for the benefit. To evaluate the differences in the assimilation process for those who have access to the parental leave benefit and those who do not, Swedish administration data is used in a difference-in-differences specification to control for both time in the country and the age of the youngest child. The results show that labor market entrance is delayed for mothers and that they are less likely to be a part of the labor force for up to seven years after their residence permit if they had access to parental leave benefits when they came to Sweden. This reduction in the labor force participation is to some extent driven by unemployment since the effect on employment is smaller. But there is still an effect on employment of 3 percentage points lower participation rates 2–6 years after immigration.
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1 Introduction

With an aging population in many countries, it is important to have high rates of labor force participation. Two groups among which labor force participation may be increased are women and immigrants. This paper studies labor force participation among immigrated women and how this is affected by a generous welfare system.

One way to increase female labor force participation is to have a flexible parental leave insurance together with job protection during leave, and then childcare availability after leave (Bennett and Tayler, 2006). However if the parental leave insurance is too flexible and generous it may create incentives to stay out of the labor force. This may be especially true for mothers with small but not newborn children, immigrating to a country where having children automatically makes the mothers eligible for the benefit.

In this paper I will evaluate how access to parental leave benefits (PLB) in Sweden affect labor market participation for immigrant women. Sweden has in general a very high female labor force participation rate\(^1\). There is also a very generous PLB system, where parents get 480 days of paid parental leave to be used before the child’s eighth birthday. Most parents use a majority of the days during the child’s first two years, but since it is possible to claim the days until the child’s eighth birthday, it is possible for immigrants coming with older children to claim the benefit. The access to this benefit may be a smaller problem if it only delays the labor market entrance, but it is more problematic if the delayed entrance excludes these mothers from the labor market for a long time. Such exclusion is likely if their experience in the first year in a country is crucial for later outcomes.

When parents receive paid parental leave, they are not allowed to work or participate in any introduction program or language courses. Treatment may thus be seen as a composite effect of financial incentives and missing or delayed program participation. The outcomes studied will be both labor force participation and employment.

I perform the evaluation by studying mothers immigrating to Sweden between 2000 and 2005 (Late immigrants), comparing the assimilation process for those who had ac-

\(^1\)In 2009 the labor force participation among women aged 15–64 was 77.7 percent in Sweden, compared to an average of 62.8 percent in the OECD countries.
cess to PLB when they received their residence permit (Treated group) with those whose youngest child was older than the age cut-off and therefore didn’t have access to the benefit\(^2\).

To be sure that the difference in labor force participation is not just due to differences in the age of the children, I control for the age of the children using an additional control group consisting of women immigrating to Sweden earlier and who give birth to all their children in Sweden. These women used most of their days of PLB during their children’s first two years and will therefore not be able to stay home for long periods when the children are older, as can the treated group.

The identifying assumptions are that only the age of the child makes the treated group different from immigrants who come with somewhat older children, and that the effect of child age on labor force participation is the same for both Late immigrants and Earlier immigrants.

This paper contributes to two important strands of the literature: the effects of parental leave benefits and immigrant assimilation. Parental leave benefits have in many studies been shown to increase fertility (Lalive and Zweimüller, 2009; Milligan, 2005; Björklund, 2007) and paid parental leave together with job protection have made it easier for mothers to stay home with their newborns and then return to their earlier work (Baker and Milligan, 2008; Bergemann and Riphahn, 2010; Ruhm, 1998). But for parents who are not attached to the labor market and arrived in Sweden with somewhat older children, this system may prevent them from entering the labor market, an effect that is related to the other relevant literature about immigrant assimilation.

Starting with Chiswick (1978), the assimilation process among immigrants in different labor market outcomes, such as employment and earnings, have been studied by many economists. As pointed out by Borjas (1985, 1989), it is important to use panel data to evaluate immigrants assimilation patterns, since using cross-sectional data may capture

\(^2\)The data only include information on when the individuals register at the tax authorities after they received their residence permit in Sweden, not when they actually arrived. It is not possible to claim any PLB before this registration, which is why this registration date is preferred. For simplicity, I will use the words immigration or date for residence permit even if more correct would be, date for registration at the tax authorities.
differences between immigrant cohorts. Where Chiswick (1978) and Borjas (1985, 1989) study the assimilation pattern for American immigrants, there have been studies for many different countries (Amuedo-Dorantes and de la Rica (2007) for Spain, Clark and Lindley (2005) for the UK, and Longva and Raaum (2003) for Norway). The main conclusions from these studies are that immigrants have lower employment rates and earnings the first years when they immigrate to a new country, assimilate over time, but never reach the participation or wage levels of natives. The assimilation, however, differs, depending on gender, education, and origin.

When it comes to Sweden, there are two different studies of employment assimilation. Nekby (2002) finds that employment convergence between immigrants and natives occurs during the first 10–15 years after immigration to Sweden, but a significant difference from natives still remains after 15 years. Lundborg (2007) studies labor force and non-labor force immigrants separately, and finds that the former face almost immediate employment assimilation, while it takes approximately 20 years for the non-labor force immigrants to reach the same employment status as natives.

The assimilation pattern when it comes to welfare use differs between countries. In the US, immigrants increase their welfare use over time (Borjas and Trejo, 1991, 1993) while immigrants in Sweden assimilate out of welfare (Hansen and Lofstrom, 2003), but after 20 years the share of immigrants receiving welfare is about the same in both countries. The difference between the countries is probably due to the difference in their institutions. In the US, as shown by Bertrand et al. (2000), welfare use is spread within social networks. Welfare use increases if there are many speaking the same language using welfare around an individual, and therefore it seem to be a behavior that can be learned. In Sweden, all refugees who receive a residence permit are offered social assistance for the first 18 months to be able to attend introduction programs and therefore get information about the welfare system, often before they have received a residence permit. After the large welfare reform in the US in the 1990s, immigrants were not allowed to collect welfare. This reform led to a sharp decrease in welfare recipients among immigrants in the US, but this reduction was only driven by California. In the rest of the country, many states offered state-funded programs to immigrants, or the immigrants became naturalized.
citizens and then got access to the benefits (Borjas, 2002).

The results in this paper show that labor force participation for mothers who had access to PLB when they came to Sweden is 7.7 percentage points lower two years after residence permit, compared to mothers with older children that did not have access to PLB. The difference then decreases to 3.6 percentage points lower participation rates due to PLB in year six, before the effect disappears in year seven. The effect of PLB on employment is about 3 percentage points lower, two to six years after the residence permit and then reduces to no effect.

The effect is larger for mothers with their youngest child between two and four than for mothers with five and six year old children. When performing a heterogeneous analysis by region of origin, no negative effect is found for mothers from the Middle East and Africa when it comes to employment, since few mothers, irrespectively of the age of the children, find work.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes some institutional settings in Sweden and the parental leave utilization by newly arrived immigrants. Section 3 describes the sample, the data, and descriptives of the outcomes, before Section 4 presents the econometric specification. Section 5 show the results and sensitivity analysis, which are finally then discussed in Section 6.

2 Institutional setting and parental leave benefit utilization

2.1 Parental leave benefits in Sweden

Sweden has a very generous system of paid parental leave. When a child is born, the parents can claim 390 days of paid parental leave to be home with the child. Of these days, 60 days are quoted for each parent. The benefits correspond to about 80 percent of the parents’ salaries up to a ceiling. In addition to these days, the parents can claim an

---

3For children born before 2002 the parents got 360 days. At that time only 30 days were quoted, making 330 days available for the mothers during the whole period.
4The ceiling increased from about 600 SEK (70 USD) per day in 2000 to 900 SEK (105 USD) per day in 2009.
additional 90 days for which they are only paid 60 SEK (7 USD) per day. The system is very flexible in the sense that the parents decide for themselves for which days they want to claim paid parental leave, or even part of a day, making it possible to extend the leave to a very long period. The only restrictions are that the parent is not allowed to work and benefits are only paid out until the child attains the age of eight or finishes his or her first school year. This is the basic structure but many workers have additional insurance in collective agreements. If a parent has no income or a very low income, the parent gets a fixed amount per day, which has been increasing over the years from 60 SEK (7 USD) before the year 2002 to 180 SEK (21 USD) from the year 2004 (Lindström, 2010).

Immigrants who come to Sweden with children aged below eight are eligible for the same benefits as those parents whose children are born in Sweden. This implies that even if the child is five years old when a family immigrates to Sweden, one of the parents is able to be at home and collect money from the parental leave system for over a year. Paid parental leave benefit days utilized in another country are removed from the potential days used in Sweden. Even if many countries in the world have some sort of paid parental leave, the number of days paid are seldom as many as in Sweden, except from mainly the other Nordic countries. Most immigrants who have children when they come to Sweden and collect parental leave benefits get the fixed rate. The most obvious reason for why they get the fixed rate is that they don’t have any employment and therefore no income the benefit could be based on. There is also an additional rule that makes it hard for immigrants to receive any higher payment for the first 180 days they collect benefits. According to this rule, the benefits for the first 180 days are only based on the current income if the parent had an income during the 240 days preceding the birth of the child. This rule makes it even harder for immigrants to get higher benefits than the fixed rate for the first 180 days.

---

5It’s not possible to collect parental leave benefits if the child is in school or childcare.
6Immigrants from Nordic countries will therefore be excluded in the analysis.
7Only income in Sweden, other EU, or EES countries counts.
2.2 Immigrants’ first time in Sweden

In Sweden the composition of the immigrant group has changed over the years. After World War II, immigrants coming to Sweden were mainly labor force immigrants, but during the 1970s, immigrants due to labor market reasons were replaced by refugees and immigrants due to humanitarian reasons. This change in immigrant composition makes the assimilation much slower today than earlier (Eriksson, 2010; Lemaître, 2007).

When immigrants receive a residence permit in Sweden, they have to register at the tax authorities and are then eligible for social security benefits of which the paid parental leave benefits are one part. All individuals with a residence permit in Sweden are also eligible for social assistance from the municipalities if they don’t have any other possibility of supporting themselves. This implies that immigrants who arrive in Sweden can get social assistance if they have no job or assets. The municipalities may, however, require recipients of social assistance to participate in different activation programs. For refugees, this will be the introduction programs, see below. The main part of social assistance is called income support and consists of a standard plus the cost the individual has for housing. Although the municipalities are responsible for the social assistance system, the lowest level of the standard is decided by a national norm, which in practice has been the benefit level in many municipalities.\(^8\)

During the studied period, however, the municipalities had another option when it came to refugees. Instead of paying social assistance to refugees, the municipalities could pay introduction benefits. The aim of these benefits was to encourage refugees to participate in introduction programs and increase the responsibility for their own finances. The motivation for the programs that was introduced in 1993 was that many refugees, instead of only receiving social assistance temporarily, stayed on benefits for many years. The idea with introduction benefits was that these should be somewhat higher than the social assistance and not means tested. In practice, even if many municipalities introduced introduction benefits to refugees, this was only by name and in reality these benefits worked in exactly the same way as social assistance in most municipalities (SOU 2003:75).

All municipalities in Sweden have introduction programs for newly arrived refugees

\(^8\)The level of the norm for two types of families are shown in Figure 8 in subsection 5.2.
who have received a residence permit. These programs mainly consist of language train-
ing courses (SFI) which also are available for all grown-ups that don’t have a basic knowl-
edge of the Swedish language. Normally, the introduction program should be two years 
and the refugee should start a program within one year after receiving a residence permit. 
But the program is not mandatory and the programs can be extended if it’s necessary for 
the individual.

The access to PLB for immigrants with children is a potential problem for maternal 
labor market attachment, which has been discussed in Sweden. This discussion started 
with a report from The Expert Group on Public Economics (ESO) in the summer of 2011 
(Olli Segendorf and Teljosuo, 2011). The purpose of the report was to draw conclusions 
about initiatives and measures to improve integration in Sweden. The report discussed 
how both general and targeted policies affect labor market entrance for the foreign-born. 
When it came to parental leave insurance, the authors concluded that this insurance re-
duces the incentives to work and creates lock-in effects.

The problem was then raised by many politicians and in October 2011 the government 
initiated an inquiry to investigate how labor market attachment among newly arrived fe-
male immigrants may increase. As a special part, the inquiry was to make a survey of 
the PLB claims of recently arrived women and men. The inquiry studied the claims from 
all parents who arrived to Sweden in 2006 with children aged below eight. Among the 
women who were born outside Europe, there were 40 percent who claimed PLB for at 
least 200 days the year after their arrival. Of those women who gave birth to additional 
children in Sweden and arrived from countries outside Europe, 25 percent claimed over 
200 days of benefits for two consecutive years and 10 percent for three consecutive years. 
However, for the women born outside Europe who did not give birth to any more children 
in Sweden, 25 percent did not claim any PLB. Surprisingly, even 7 percent of those who 
gave birth to new children in Sweden did not claim any days. Some of these may have 
emigrated again (SOU 2012:9).

From questionnaires to the municipalities, who deal with social assistance, the inquiry 
also found that many municipalities require immigrants who need social assistance to 
claim PLB if they have days left to claim before they get social assistance. This means
that parents who are unemployed and therefore need social assistance get excluded from the labor force and have to take care of their children instead of joining language courses or searching for work.\footnote{In July 2001 it became mandatory for municipalities to offer unemployed parents in Sweden childcare for at least 15 hours each week, but a majority of the municipalities offered childcare to unemployed even before this reform (Vikman, 2010).}

In September 2012 the Swedish government announced that they will propose a law change, putting a restriction on the parental leave insurance that 80 percent of the available days have to be utilized before the child’s fourth birthday. The motivation for this law is to increase labor market attachment for newly arrived immigrant mothers.

2.3 Parental leave utilization among immigrants

As a first step in the analysis, this subsection describes the utilization of PLB by mothers immigrating to Sweden between 2000 and 2005.

The data used are mainly registers from The Swedish Social Insurance Agency and contains information about PLB utilization, such as which days a parent has claimed the benefit for and how much money the parents have been paid. By parent ID, it is possible to link the PLB data to some other register data to find the month of birth of biological children, and yearly data (available from 1985) containing individual characteristics such as country of birth and latest immigration year. With these data it is possible to find mothers immigrating to Sweden between 2000 and 2005 with children born outside Sweden, and where the children at immigration were between one and seven years old.\footnote{In my main analysis when I evaluate the effect of having access to PLB, the data come from another source with some variables in common, but the greatest difference is the immigration data where I have all registered in and out migration since 1985 giving me a somewhat different sample.}

It is not surprising that mothers of newborns stay home with them, which is why I choose to study PLB utilization by age of the youngest child at immigration and only show PLB utilization for mothers with their youngest child between one and seven. I only follow mothers until they give birth to a new child, for the same reason. Mothers who have a new child will be included in the main analysis since the decision to have a new child may be endogenous to access to the benefits.

Figure 1 shows the parental leave utilization for mothers immigrating to Sweden be-
between 2000 and 2005 with their youngest biological child between one and seven years old\textsuperscript{11}. The first figure shows the share of mothers (who have not given birth to a new child) utilizing the benefit in the year of residence permit (year 0) and the following two years. For example, looking at mothers who came to Sweden between 2000 and 2005, whose youngest children then were five years old, less than 20 percent claimed PLB during the year of immigration, but in year one, about 35 percent and in year two, 38 percent claimed the benefit.

![Figure 1: Share utilizing the PLB of late immigrants and the average days claimed, year of immigration and the following two years.](image)

The second figure shows how many days on average the mothers claimed PLB (of those who utilized the benefit). For mothers coming to Sweden with five year old children, the figure shows that those who claimed PLB did it for 120 days on average in the year of immigration, 180 days in year 1, and 125 days in year 2.

As can be seen, a larger share of mothers with younger children claimed some benefit compared to mothers with older children all years and more mothers claimed the benefit in year 1 compared to year 0. In these figures it is not possible to see how many mothers who claimed PLB for just one year and how many claimed for several years but an overall measure is that of all these mothers there were 43 percent who claimed some PLB during the year of migration or the following two years for children they had when immigrating to Sweden.

For mothers coming to Sweden with their youngest child seven years old it shouldn’t

\textsuperscript{11}Mothers from other Nordic countries are excluded since they have access to many days of PLB in their home countries and the number of days they used in their home countries are taken away from the possible days to claim in Sweden.
be possible to collect any PLB in year 2, since the child turns eight in year 1, and as can be seen, almost no mothers of seven year old children utilized the benefit in year 2. An explanation to why this number is not exactly zero (easiest to see since there is a value for average days in the second figure) is that it is only possible to determine whether the mother has biological children and the birth month of those in the data but a mother may have non-biological children she claimed PLB for. This error may create some measurement errors in my main analysis if Late immigrant mothers with older children have younger non-biological children to use PLB for. This potential error, if it exists, causes attenuation bias.

The mean number may seem high since mothers are only able to collect 420 days in total for each child (480 days if they are single parents) but the mothers are able to claim parental leave benefit days for all children below the age of eight and may therefore collect benefits for several children.

Almost all mothers who utilized the benefit got the lowest fixed amount. In year 0, 98 percent of the mothers claiming PLB got the lowest fixed amount. In year 1 the share was 97 percent and in year 2 decreased somewhat to 85 percent.

Even if the benefits are for both parents and some part of the benefit is quoted for each parent, the share of immigrating fathers utilizing the benefit is lower (not shown). Among immigrating fathers coming to Sweden with their youngest child between one and seven years old, 24 percent claimed the benefit sometime during the year of immigration or the following two years.\textsuperscript{12}

Table Table 1 shows the utilization of the PLB for some of the mothers who will be used in the control group of Earlier immigrant mothers. Data on utilization is only available from 1994, which is why I am only able to show the utilization for mothers with children aged 2–6 years, even if those with older children also had access to the benefit since their children were born in Sweden. Since only the latest immigrating year is available in the parental leave data, I am only able to find about two-thirds of the control population of early immigrant mothers with children aged 2–6 years. As seen in

\textsuperscript{12} Even if mothers use the PLB to a greater extent than fathers, the PLB may still have an effect on fathers’ labor force participation. The analysis has also been performed on fathers but no clear effects could be found, mainly insignificant results, which is why this paper focuses on immigrant mothers.
Table 1, as expected, almost all used the benefits during the year of birth and the following two years, and about 47 percent got the fixed amount sometime during these years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Year of birth</th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Years 0–2</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Share collecting benefit</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>0.332</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>22038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean number of days</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>21269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share receiving fixed amount</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>21269</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To conclude this section, we have seen that far from all immigrating mothers who received a residence permit in Sweden with children aged below eight (i.e. eligible for PLB) used the benefits. Still there was a substantial share that used the benefits at least to some extent, and many immigrants who used it to such extent that it made it unlikely for them to be able to attend language courses or other introduction programs. Almost all mothers who immigrated between 2000 and 2005 and used the benefits received the low fixed amount.

3 Sample and data description

In this section, I start by describing how I define the sample (3.1) before the data that will be used in the analysis is summarized (3.2). I then continue, in subsection 3.3, by looking at the share of immigrants starting a language course within five years, in order to investigate whether participation differs depending on the age of the children. Finally, subsection 3.4 describes the outcomes that will be used and shows some first descriptive results.
3.1 Sample description

To evaluate how access to parental leave benefits (PLB) affect labor market entrance, I study two groups of women who have immigrated to Sweden. The first group is mothers who immigrated to Sweden between 2000 and 2005, whose youngest child then was between two and 15 years old, and who did not give birth to a new child within nine months after their immigration. I will call this group, Late immigrants. In the data the date immigrants register at the tax authority after they received a residence permit is available, not the date when they arrived. This registration makes it possible to claim the Swedish social insurance, of which the parental leave benefit is one part, and is therefore the date of interest, even if some mothers arrived in Sweden earlier and therefore had the opportunity to make contact with potential employers before they registered\textsuperscript{13}. For simplicity, this date is referred to as the date for immigration or residence permit.

The reason why I do not include mothers with younger children is that municipalities do not offer childcare until a child has reached the age of one. Therefore there is no real alternative for one parent than taking care of the child until the child’s first birthday and thereby, for some part of the year, at least one parent is not able to work. In the group of late immigrants, those with their youngest child between their second and sixth birthday in the year of immigration will be considered as treated, while those with older children (7–15) are used as the first control group. The reason why I cut between six and seven, even if mothers are able to claim the PLB if the child was up to eight years old, is that all children in Sweden start school the year they turn seven. So even if the mothers got access to the benefit, they were not able to collect it when the children were in school and were therefore able to attend language courses or search for work.

Since it is likely that the age of the child affects mothers’ labor force participation, an additional control group is needed. This second group of women in my sample consists\textsuperscript{14}.

\textsuperscript{13}There would be a problem if the time waiting for a residence permit were different depending on the age of the children. This is, however, not the case.
of women who received a residence permit in Sweden between 1985 and 1995 and gave birth to their first child after they received their residence permit, referred to as Earlier immigrants. To make up a good control group I want to have a group of immigrants that have not spend a long time in Sweden, since I do not want them to be too different from Late immigrants. At the same time, they must have had time to have children in Sweden. The migration data are also much more detailed from 1985, before this year I only have latest immigration year. To have comparable mothers when it comes to age of the children, the Earlier immigrants have to have had their youngest children aged between 2–15 years between 2000 and 2005.

This construction of the sample implies that there is an inflow of Late immigrants with children between two and 15 in every year between 2000 and 2005, while for earlier immigrants, there is an inflow of mothers with their youngest child between two and 15 in 2000. Between 2001 and 2005 only Earlier immigrant women with a youngest child that is two enter the sample. The sample is summarized in table Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Sample description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Immigrants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earlier Immigrants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) These year will be varied in the sensitivity analysis.

Two groups of immigrants are excluded from the analysis, immigrants from other Nordic countries and those who do not have any citizenship or where the Swedish government does not know the immigrant’s origin. Since the other Nordic countries also
have many days of paid parental leave, mothers coming to Sweden from these countries are not treated since they had access to PLB even in their home countries, and days utilized in other countries are removed from the days available in Sweden. Unfortunately I am not able to see the specific country of origin in the data, since countries are grouped, and are not able to remove mothers from other countries who also pay many days of paid parental leave, e.g., Slovenia (Moss and O’Brien, 2006). What I have observed in the parental leave benefit data is that for all groups of countries, there are mothers that used the benefit. The second group which is excluded consists of immigrants where the origin is unknown, which is a very small group, and does not affect the estimations if included.

3.2 Data description

The data used in this paper are all drawn from population-wide registers in the IFAU database. The data mainly originate from Statistics Sweden but also unemployment records from the Public Employment Service (PES) are used.

More specifically, to pick out the sample, two main data registers were used. The first contains all registered migration data since 1985 and was used to find the initial immigration date. Even if this is far from a perfect register, since not all emigration is registered, the first time they come to Sweden will be included, since they need to register to get a Swedish ID to be able to have contact with the authorities or employers.

The second register is a multi-generation register linking all parents with their children and thereby providing me with the birth month of the children. It is not always the case that the Swedish authorities are able to get the exact birthday for all immigrants, which is seen in the data since many immigrants having January 1st or July 1st as their birthday. But even if the this date is not the exact birthday, the date given will be the date that controls when a child starts school and how long the parents are able to claim PLB. I also have access to a register with a rough categorization by country of birth, which makes it possible to exclude mothers who are born in Sweden but have given birth to their children in another country.
To get information about the background characteristics, an income and population wide register (Louise) was used. Louise contains yearly data of all transfers to individuals but also information about education and age, and it links individuals in the same household to each other. For the different outcomes, the Louise database and data from the PES register (Händel) were used. The PES register contains spell data of when unemployed register at the PES and why they leave (work, studying, other authorities etc.) but also what labor market programs they attend and for how long.

I also have records from the Swedish language course (SFI) showing how long a time it takes before immigrants start taking a language course, see subsection 3.3. I am not able to link the parental leave data, shown in subsection 2.1, to these other data registers, and therefore don’t know which mothers claim PLB.

Mothers are followed until 2009, until they leave Sweden, or turn 65, which is the most common retirement age in Sweden.

The effect of having access to PLB when immigrating to Sweden is probably different for different mothers. Two groups who could be expected to be affected differently are refugees and other immigrants. Unfortunately, I don’t know the reason why an individual received a residence permit in Sweden. Immigrants from Eastern Europe, Africa, and Asia are however more likely to have received residence permits as refugees\textsuperscript{14}. As mentioned, the data, however, contains a rough categorization by country of birth, which makes it possible to divide the sample into different sub-populations depending on where the immigrants came from. This division will be Western Europe, Eastern Europe, the Middle East and North Africa, Sub-Saharan Africa, Asia, and the last group contains North and South America together with the South Pacific. Heterogeneous analysis will be performed by region of origin but also by child age, educational level, and for single mothers and cohabiting mothers separately.

There would be a problem for the analysis if many immigrants came to Sweden just

\textsuperscript{14}This group is hereafter referred to as the refugees even if not all of them have received residence permits as refugees.
to claim PLB. Figure 2 shows the distribution of immigrant mothers coming to Sweden between 2000 and 2005, by age of the youngest child. There are more mothers who immigrate to Sweden with younger children but reassuringly there are fewer mothers for each child age, even for older children, and no big jumps around age seven when the time to claim PLB ends.

![Figure 2: Distribution over child age for late immigrant mothers.](image)

Table Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics for mothers. Late immigrants are in the first two columns, and Early immigrants are in the last two columns.

As seen in Table Table 3 the control group consisting of Earlier immigrant mothers has a lower mean child age, especially for mothers with older children, compared to Late immigrants. This difference is due to the restrictions put on this group, that they have to have had all their children after they received a residence permit in Sweden\(^\text{15}\).

---

\(^\text{15}\)This restriction is because I do not want them to have been treated when they immigrated to Sweden, that is, have been able to collect parental leave benefit for a child born outside Sweden. However, the children may still have been born outside Sweden since I do not restrict them to have stayed in Sweden for the entire span of time since their first immigration, as this reduces the sample size. But even if there is a risk of them being treated, they immigrated to Sweden before their first child and therefore had the possibility of attaching themselves to the labor market before they gave birth to their children.
Table 3: Sample means for mothers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age of youngest child</th>
<th>Late Immigrants</th>
<th>Early Immigrants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-6</td>
<td>7-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>38.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child’s age</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New child</td>
<td>0.362</td>
<td>0.148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year between child and new child</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of new children</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share emigrating from Sweden</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to leaving Sweden in years</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other censoring</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than compulsory school</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compulsory school</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up to 2 years of High school</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up to 3 years of High school</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary, less than 3 years</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary, more than 3 years</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>0.222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctoral studies</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Europe</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Europe</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Africa and the Middle East</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. and S. America and the S. Pacific</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Descriptive statistics for mothers living with a partner first year:

| Share living with partner | 0.791| 0.677| 0.791| 0.651|
| Swedish-born partner | 0.078| 0.092| 0.184| 0.211|
| Partner immigrated: | | | | |
| more than 5 years earlier | 0.078| 0.104| 0.546| 0.431|
| 1–5 years earlier | 0.209| 0.157| 0.058| 0.006|
| same year | 0.425| 0.324| 0.004| 0.003|

Observations

| 8604 | 8029 | 32429 | 7431 |

* Of parents who have more children.  
*b Of parents who emigrate from Sweden.  
*c Including parents reaching the age of 65, dying, or leaving the register for unknown reason.  
*d First year is the year of immigration for (late) immigrants and the first year of analysis for the control group with early immigrants.

For about 25 percent of the late immigrants, the highest completed education is miss-
ing in the data. This is also the case for some of the earlier immigrants. When people receive a residence permit in Sweden, Statistics Sweden sends mail to the newly arrived, asking for their education, but not all of them answer that mailing. The share of those who, in their first year of immigration, reported their education, is even less. To increase this share, I have, to replace the information that is missing in the first year, taken as the education that was reported in the year after immigration. What can be seen is that despite the missing information, the educational level reported is somewhat different from the control group. Earlier immigrants mostly have education in the middle of the distribution, while late immigrants have higher shares both in the bottom and the top of the distribution.

In all groups, most mothers are living with a partner and, as expected, these partners are more likely to have immigrated at the same time as the mothers.

Table Table 3 also shows that a substantial part of the late immigrants leave Sweden within a few years. As discussed by Edin et al. (2000), the emigration of immigrants is probably not random, which causes bias in the estimates of assimilation. If those immigrants who have the least attachment to the labor market leave, assimilation will appear to be larger than it is. In this paper, when I am comparing the assimilation pattern for two groups, bias arises if the emigration pattern is different between these groups. Therefore a sensitivity analysis without those who leave will also be performed.

3.3 Language course

As mentioned in subsection 2.2, all refugees are offered language training courses when they come to Sweden and these courses are also available for all grown-ups that don’t have basic knowledge of the Swedish language. In this subsection, figures of time to starting a language course is shown and I study if this differs depending on the age of their children. The reason for focusing on language courses is that Dustmann and Fabbri (2003) and Ferrer et al. (2006) show that language proficiency often is crucial for becoming established in the labor market. Immigrants who attend the language course in Sweden (SFI)
have 5 percentage points higher employment 10 years after immigration than comparable immigrants who didn’t attend the language course (Kennerberg and Åslund, 2010).

*Figure 3* shows the Kaplan–Meier estimates for language course participation, that is, the share who haven’t started a language course after obtaining their residence permit, by age of children among late immigrants. The first figure is for all late immigrant mothers in the sample (a), while the second figure is for refugee mothers (b).

![Kaplan–Meier survival estimates](image)

(a) All mothers  
(b) Refugee mothers  

*Figure 3:* Survival until language course.

As seen in the figure, mothers with younger children begin the Swedish language course later and fewer attend the course, compared to those with older children (a). There may be several explanations for this difference, not only that those with younger children are able to stay home and collect parental leave benefits. Even in the absence of parental leave benefits in Sweden, the age of a mother’s child may still affect the participation rate.

For the sub-sample of immigrants that are more likely to be refugees, the patterns are a little bit different (b). After five years, about 70 percent have started a language course, irrespectively of the age of the youngest child, but those with younger children start later.

### 3.4 Labor force participation and employment

Many earlier studies of immigrant assimilation have studied earnings assimilation (Borjas, 1985, 1989; Clark and Lindley, 2005; Longva and Raaum, 2003; Edin et al., 2000). But
before an individual has employment, and thereby some earnings, the decision to enter the labor market has to be made; and not all who choose to try to enter the labor market find employment. Therefore I will study both labor force participation and employment in this paper. While labor force participation includes all individuals who want to work, employment show those who have been able to find work. Since many municipalities require recipients of social assistance to register at the PES, a labor force measure may also capture individuals without any possibility of finding work, why both labor force participation and employment is interesting to study.

There are different ways of defining employment and labor force participation. In the data, yearly income from work and days registered at PES are available. But when should we consider an individual to be part of the labor force or employed? Is it enough to just earn a small amount of money during a year to be seen as employed that year, or is it necessary for the individual to earn enough to support themselves during the whole year to be considered as employed? The same considerations can be made when it comes to unemployment and thereby the definition of being a part of the labor force. Since many mothers in Sweden only work part-time, I will use rather low thresholds for employment and unemployment.

A mother will be considered as employed if she earns at least one month of minimum wage during a calendar year\(^\text{16}\). To be able to define labor force participation, I add a threshold for unemployment and this will be at least 30 days registered at the Public Employment Service (PES). But do all the unemployed register at the PES? There are several reasons to register at the PES. For the unemployed with a working history, this registration is mandatory to receive UI. Even if this is not a reason for newly arrived immigrants, they have to register to be able to take part in active labor market programs. If they need social assistance it is also in the municipalities’ interest to require them to

\(^{16}\)The minimum wage is calculated as the 10th percentile in the overall wage data (monthly fulltime wages) using data from the Structure of Earnings Statistics and varies between 14275 SEK (≈1680 USD) in 2000 and 19403 SEK (≈2280 USD) in 2009.
register since the PES then can help them find work and be able to support themselves. Mörk and Liljeberg (2011) also show that a large share of recipients of social assistance in 2009 is registered at PES, which is especially true for immigrants and young people.

Figure 4 (a) and Figure 5 (a) show labor force participation and employment according to these definitions for Late and Early immigrant mothers each year of analysis, where year 0 is the year of residence permit. Mothers are also divided by age of youngest child in the beginning of the analysis.

Starting with labor force participation in Figure 4, we see that Early immigrants have participation rates of about 80 percent. In the first years, mothers with older children participate to a greater extent, but from year 4 this changes. Late immigrant mothers have very low participation rates the year of migration (year 0), but after one year, the rates are much higher: around 50 percent, even if mothers with older children participate to a greater extent.
In Figure 4 (b), a diff-in-diff estimate of the four groups in (a) for each year is shown, with 95 percent confidence intervals. These diff-in-diff estimates show a raw measure of what cannot be explained by immigration and the age of the children. The differences between these estimates and the results from the estimations later is that these mean values do not take different child age compositions and different years into account. These diff-in-diff estimates indicate that access to PLB reduces labor force participation for some years, but from year 7 no difference can be seen.

When it comes to employment in Figure 5, early immigrant mothers with younger children have lower employment rates at all times than mothers with older children. For late immigrant mothers, the employment rates are low for the first years and do not approach 40 percent until year 2 for mothers with older children.

The diff-in-diff estimates for employment, shown in figure Figure 5 (b), are negative and significant between year two and six but smaller in magnitude than the diff-in-diff
estimates for labor force participation.

Mothers immigrating to Sweden seem to face obstacles to entering the labor market in their first years, irrespectively of whether they have access to PLB or not. Since the labor participation rates are so much lower in the year of immigration, Early immigrants may not be a good control group for that year, which is why estimates for the first year probably should not be given a causal interpretation. For employment, the same is true for the year of immigration and the first year after. The diff-in-diff estimates shown in Figure 5 (b) are also large and positive in years 0 and 1, indicating that the effect shouldn’t be seen as causal until year 2.

4 Econometric specification

To answer the question how access to PLB affects labor market participation it is clear from subsection 3.4 that it is not possible to simply compare the participation rates for mothers coming to Sweden with different ages of their children. The reason is that also the age of the individual’s children affect the outcomes. The following difference-in-differences specification will therefore be used in the estimations:\textsuperscript{17}:

\[
y_{it\tau} = \sum_{\tau} \beta^\tau D(Time_{it} = \tau) + \sum_{a} \beta^a D(Childage_{it} = a) + \sum_{b} \beta^b D(Year_{i} = b) + \sum_{\tau} \delta^\tau PLB \ast D(Time_{it} = \tau) + \beta'X_i + \epsilon_{it\tau}\tag{1}
\]

where \(y_{it\tau}\) is the outcome variable of interest for individual \(i\), year \(t\), \(\tau\) years after their residence permit.

\textsuperscript{17}Since the treatment depends on the age of the children, some may think that a regression discontinuity approach would be appropriate. There are several reasons why an RD does not work. Treatment is not sharp at the age discontinuity, instead it is fuzzy in one direction since parents coming with seven year olds are not able to use all the days before the child turns eight. Since seven year olds also will attend school, it is even harder to say who will be treated.

IFAU – Paid parental leave to immigrants – An obstacle to labor market entrance?
\( D(\text{Time}_{it} = \tau) \) is an indicator variable that equals one if it is \( \tau \) years since individual \( i \) immigrated, and is always zero for individuals in the control group of earlier immigrant mothers. \( \beta^{\tau} \) thereby captures the assimilation process for immigrants and shows how fast they assimilate to the control group already living in Sweden.

\( D(\text{Childage}_{it} = a) \) equals one if the youngest child at immigration, or first year of analysis, is \( a \) years old in year \( t \) and thereby captures the effect the age of the child has on labor market participation. Since the decision to have more children is endogenous, controls for new children are not included in the main analysis, but to be sure that it is not immigrants who gave birth to new children that drive the results, additional controls for new children will be included in one of the sensitivity analysis.

\( D(\text{Year}_{it} = b) \) equals one if it is year \( b \), and hence captures the business cycle.

Finally, \( PLB \) equals one for those who have a child under the age of seven when they received their residence permit and therefore \( \delta^{\tau} \), the parameter of interest, captures the difference in assimilation between those immigrants who have or had access to parental leave benefits at immigration, after controlling for the age of the child.

To investigate how much individual characteristics affect the results and to increase the precision of the results, some additional control variables will also be added (\( X_i \)) including seven dummy variables for education, five dummy variables for the number of children, nine dummy variables for the different age groups of the mother, six dummy variables for the region of origin, 21 dummy variables for the county the individual lives in during the first year of analysis, and four dummy variables for partner status the first year of analysis\(^{18}\). The variables used are defined in 6.

The identifying assumptions are that only the age of the child makes the treated group different from immigrants who come with somewhat older children and that the effect child age has on labor force participation is the same for both Late immigrants and Earlier immigrants.

\(^{18}\)These include whether the partner was born in Sweden, immigrated more than five years earlier, immigrated 1–4 years earlier, and immigrated the same year.
Are there ways to examine whether these assumptions are plausible? The first assumption is connected to why people with children immigrate to Sweden in a certain year and whether the reasons depend on the age of the children. For refugees, there is less reason to expect that there is any difference between parents with younger and with older children. To receive a residence permit in Sweden for refugee reasons, it’s the conditions in the home country that determines the decision, not the age of the child. For non-refugees however, the reason may be family connections or labor market reasons, since an older child probably has stronger connections to the home country there may be unobserved differences between immigrants with younger and older children. Since refugees are more likely to come from certain regions, a heterogeneity analysis will be performed by region of origin. Parents with younger children may also plan to come and work in Sweden for a few years and then return to their home country when it is time for the child to start school. These parents will then emigrate after a few years and, as mentioned above, emigration may then cause biased results if this emigration changes the composition of the groups. Therefore, also estimations without immigrants who leave Sweden will be performed in the sensitivity analysis.

It may be hard to find a good control group to control for child age and thereby fulfill the second assumption. Does the child’s age affect labor force participation in the same way for those mothers coming to Sweden as those mothers already living in Sweden? Labor force participation among mothers differs in different countries. This may be due to both values being connected with raising a child and working in each country, but also if the various institutions in the country make it easier for mothers to combine work and family life. Values and institutions are probably correlated and affect each other. In Sweden many mothers work, facilitated by access to childcare and the possibility of working part-time when children are small. All mothers in Sweden naturally face the same institutions, irrespectively of when they immigrated. The family–work values may however differ, even if the mothers come from the same region and this will they compromise the
second assumption. Even if a mother wants to be home and take care of the household, she may be forced by the authorities to search for work if the family is not able to support themselves and needs to rely on social assistance. In that case, the Swedish institutions will probably affect the labor force participation more than the values of the mothers.

The effect of child age may be correlated with the degree of connection to the labor market. If the child’s age has less effect on labor force participation when the mother already has some contact with an employer, the control group of earlier immigrants may not be able to fully control for child age and the estimates will be negatively biased.

There is also a constructional problem within the group of earlier immigrants. With the restriction that this group has to have immigrated before their first child but no later than 1995, the older the children are, the longer the immigrants have been in Sweden, creating stronger labor market attachment depending on the child’s age. This may lead to a greater difference between mothers with older and with younger children than which is due to the age of their children. The early immigrant mothers will thereby overcompensate for the effect of the child’s age and produce positive biased estimates. To reduce this specific constructional problem and to evaluate if the second assumption is fulfilled, two different sensitivity analyses will be done. The first is conducted with immigrants who have immigrated sometime before 1990. The second sensitivity analysis will be done with a control group consisting of Swedish-born mothers. If these estimations yields similar results it is less likely that the effect child age has on participation rates differs between different populations of mothers in Sweden.

Another problem when controlling for child age appeared when studying labor force participation and employment in subsection 3.4. Even if late immigrant mothers want to work, they may not have access to the labor market from the beginning. Controlling for child age may therefore overestimate the effect of access to parental leave if mothers among late immigrants are excluded from the labor market their first years in Sweden. The figures in subsection 3.4 suggest that for labor force participation, the group of early
immigrants is a good control group from year 1, while for employment, it is not until year 2 that the estimates should be given causal interpretations.

5 Results
In this section, the estimation results will be presented. First I will show (subsection 5.1) the main results for the effect of access to parental leave benefits (PLB) on both labor force participation and employment. The next subsection will discuss how the results should be interpreted (5.2). Subsection 5.3 will try to look at the effect of only the economic incentives. I then continue, presenting the results from a sensitivity analysis in subsection 5.4 and the results of the heterogenous analysis in subsection 5.5. All subsections will begin by studying the labor force participation outcome before studying the employment participation outcome, since mothers first face the decision to enter the labor force.

5.1 Main results

Figure 6 shows the estimated effects of access to parental leave benefits (PLB) on labor force participation, with 95 percent confidence intervals, each year after immigration. This is $\delta^\tau$ in equation (1), where $\tau$ goes from 0 to 9. Reassuringly, the estimates are similar both with and without the additional control variables, indicating that the earlier immigrants are good controls. The results show that the year after immigration, mothers who had access to PLB had a probability of being in the labor force about 6.5 percentage points lower than that of mothers immigrating at the same time but with older children. This gap then increases to about 7–8 percentage points in year 2, but then slowly decreases until year 7, when no differences can be seen. These results indicate that the PLB delays labor force participation for some years, but that these women later catch up with the women who immigrated at the same time but didn’t have access to PLB. As mentioned before, the increasing gap in the beginning is probably due to the obstacles late immigrant

19 For point estimates and standard errors see Table Table 4, first column.
mothers with older children face when they come to Sweden and are attending language courses instead of searching for work.

![Figure 6](image1.png)

**Figure 6:** Estimated results: effect of access to parental leave benefits on maternal attachment to the labor force (without and with additional controls).

As with labor force attachment, the graphs displaying the effect of PLB on employment are very similar, independently of whether additional control variables are included, see Figure 7.\(^{20}\) The labor force attachment results are to some extent driven by older mothers who are unemployed and registered at the PES since the estimates for employment are smaller than those for labor force attachment. Here the estimates for the year of immigration are positive but these are driven by the fact that very few mothers with older children have obtained employment in the first year. In years 2–6 the estimated effect of PLB on employment is about 3 percentage points lower employment rates.

![Figure 7](image2.png)

**Figure 7:** Estimated results: effect of access to parental leave benefits on maternal employment (without and with additional controls).

\(^{20}\)Point estimates and standard errors are shown in the first column of Table Table 5.
Table $Table B 1$ in 6 show estimation results and standard errors for the effect of PLB, the assimilation process, and the estimated effect of child age on the different outcomes.

5.2 How to interpret the coefficient: What is the treatment?

To understand the results it is important to know what treatment is. Access to paid parental leave for these immigrant mothers may be seen as two things. First, the PLB is an economic incentive to stay out of the labor force. As seen in subsection 2.3, most mothers immigrating to Sweden between 2000 and 2005 and who claimed the PLB received the low fixed amount. For mothers claiming the benefit in 2000, this amounted to 60 SEK per day. The fixed amount was then increased to 120 SEK in 2002, 150 SEK in 2003, and finally 180 SEK for days claimed after January 1st 2004. Hence, the amount paid depended on which day the benefit was claimed for, not when the mother arrived or when the child was born. Is this enough money to create economic incentives? Figure 8 shows the social assistance norm per month each year for two types of families. The first one consist of two adults and two children, aged four and seven, and the second family consists of a single parent with a child that is four years old. Families who receive these norms also get additional money for housing. The fixed amount is much lower than the social assistance

![Figure 8: Social assistance norm in Sweden.](image-url)
norm in Sweden, especially in the beginning of the period of analysis. In 2000, a mother claiming PLB received about 1800 SEK each month, compared to 8230 SEK and 4520 SEK plus costs for housing for a family of four and two, respectively, receiving social assistance. Even for a single mother with one child, the parental leave benefit is lower after 2004 when the additional social assistance for housing is taken into account (PLB gives about 5600 SEK and social assistance 5130 SEK without housing).

But the immigrants do not necessarily compare the parental benefits with the social assistance norm, for several reasons. If the husband works or if the family has other assets, they may not be eligible for social assistance and the PLB may then be a good complement. They may also compare the money to the income level in their home country.

The second way to see the treatment is as an interruption in the introduction program or language courses. Parents who claim the PLB are not allowed to work or study and are hence not able to participate in programs which would increase their human capital. As mentioned earlier, the governmental inquiry found in surveys to the municipalities that many municipalities actually require parents who need social assistance to first claim the PLB. If a woman with a four year old child takes a language course (SFI) and needs additional social assistance for support, four out of ten municipalities require that she drop the language course and claim PLB instead. Even two of ten municipalities will require a refugee mother to quit an introduction program if she needs additional support and instead claim PLB (SOU 2012:9).

The treatment is therefore a combined effect of both economic incentives and a potential interruption in introduction or language courses. One way to examine the incentive part is to use the change in the fixed amount. Even if those mothers arriving in Sweden in 2000 also got a higher fixed amount if they claimed days for 2002, it is possible to compare mothers who got a residence permit in 2002 with those who got one in 2000. The treatment in this case will then be having access to a benefit of 120 SEK per day the year of immigration and 150 SEK the year after immigration, compared to 60 SEK per...
day in the control group. This analysis will be performed in the next subsection and may tell us something about how important the economic incentives are.

5.3 **Economic incentives**

Trying to only study the effect of higher benefits I here present results from an difference-in-differences estimation where mothers immigrating in 2002, when the lowest fixed amount was 120 SEK per day, are compared with mothers immigrating in 2000, when the lowest fixed amount was 60 SEK. The treated group are immigrating mothers with small children who got residence permit in 2002. Mothers with older children (immigrating in 2002) are still included to control for time of immigration, and mothers immigrating to Sweden in 2000 are used as the additional control group to control for age of the child. The treatment is thus having a higher parental leave benefit when immigrating as well as in the following years. The results for each year are shown in Figure 9 for labor force participation and in Figure 10 for employment.

![Figure 9: Estimated results: effect on maternal labor force attachment of access to 120 SEK instead of 60 SEK the year of migration (without and with additional controls).](image)

All estimates for the effects on labor force participation are insignificant. The point estimates are negative but the confidence interval covers for example -7 to 1 percentage

---

The use of PLB among immigrants with children has increased over the years. There may be two plausible explanations for this. The first explanation is that higher benefits have increased the economic incentive to use the benefit, which is why more immigrants used it. This is what I try to examine here. However, the higher benefits have also increased the incentive for the municipalities to require social assistance recipients to claim the PLB. If the municipalities’ behavior has also changed, this would negatively bias the effect of the economic incentives.

---

21 The use of PLB among immigrants with children has increased over the years. There may be two plausible explanations for this. The first explanation is that higher benefits have increased the economic incentive to use the benefit, which is why more immigrants used it. This is what I try to examine here. However, the higher benefits have also increased the incentive for the municipalities to require social assistance recipients to claim the PLB. If the municipalities’ behavior has also changed, this would negatively bias the effect of the economic incentives.
points in years 1–3. When it comes to employment, in Figure 10 the point estimate in year 2 is significant at the 10 percent level. But due to the large standard errors and the statistical probability that some of the estimates should be significant, there should be some caution regarding this result.

Figure 10: Estimated results: effect on maternal employment of access to 120 SEK instead of 60 SEK the year of migration (without and with additional controls).

The conclusion from this subsection is that the data do not allow drawing any firm conclusions about the effect of economic incentives. I therefore continue studying the total effect of access to PLB. It should be remembered that the effect evaluated in this subsection is the difference of 60 SEK per day, while many mothers received higher benefits in the main analysis.

5.4 Sensitivity analysis

Tables Table 4 and Table 5 show the estimations from different sensitivity analyses, evaluating the total effect of access to PLB. The first table is with labor force participation as the outcome, while Table Table 5 has employment as the outcome. In all the estimations presented, the full model, with all additional control variables, is used. For easier comparison, the first column contains the main results from subsection 5.1.

Estimations without emigrants are displayed in the second columns (w/o Emigrants). As discussed earlier, immigrants who leave Sweden may bias the results if those who leave Sweden are differently affected by child age, for example if mothers with younger children come to Sweden to work for some years and then return to their home countries.
when the child is about to start school. The results show all very similar results to the main analysis, giving no indication that emigration biases the results.

Table 4: Estimation results: sensitivity analysis, maternal labor force participation, earlier immigrants as control

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Main w/o New Early im. Swedish</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emigrants</td>
<td>Child</td>
<td>−1990</td>
<td>born</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to PLB, each year since immigration:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.0224**</td>
<td>-0.0181**</td>
<td>-0.0299***</td>
<td>-0.00536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00713)</td>
<td>(0.00774)</td>
<td>(0.00714)</td>
<td>(0.0104)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.0650***</td>
<td>-0.0613***</td>
<td>-0.0713***</td>
<td>-0.0559***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00785)</td>
<td>(0.00826)</td>
<td>(0.00783)</td>
<td>(0.0104)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.0772***</td>
<td>-0.0705***</td>
<td>-0.0758***</td>
<td>-0.0759***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00790)</td>
<td>(0.00814)</td>
<td>(0.00778)</td>
<td>(0.0100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.0684***</td>
<td>-0.0652***</td>
<td>-0.0644***</td>
<td>-0.0692***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00804)</td>
<td>(0.00818)</td>
<td>(0.00792)</td>
<td>(0.00971)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.0614***</td>
<td>-0.0626***</td>
<td>-0.0568***</td>
<td>-0.0635***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00810)</td>
<td>(0.00818)</td>
<td>(0.00800)</td>
<td>(0.00948)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.0472***</td>
<td>-0.0499***</td>
<td>-0.0446***</td>
<td>-0.0506***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00879)</td>
<td>(0.00885)</td>
<td>(0.00870)</td>
<td>(0.00982)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.0364***</td>
<td>-0.0391***</td>
<td>-0.0329***</td>
<td>-0.0404***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00979)</td>
<td>(0.00983)</td>
<td>(0.00971)</td>
<td>(0.0106)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.00731</td>
<td>-0.00950</td>
<td>-0.00552</td>
<td>-0.0113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0113)</td>
<td>(0.0113)</td>
<td>(0.0112)</td>
<td>(0.0119)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0132</td>
<td>0.0107</td>
<td>0.0119</td>
<td>0.00817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0138)</td>
<td>(0.0138)</td>
<td>(0.0137)</td>
<td>(0.0142)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-0.00697</td>
<td>-0.00836</td>
<td>-0.00573</td>
<td>-0.0150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0190)</td>
<td>(0.0189)</td>
<td>(0.0188)</td>
<td>(0.0192)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N 463265 444240 463265 183547 7766157

All estimations also include controls for time since immigration, year, child age, and individual characteristics. Standard errors clustered on individual in parentheses.

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.

Mothers who came to Sweden with small children may have postponed the birth of another child when waiting for a residence permit. The results may thereby be driven by mothers having a new child. Since the decision to have another child is endogenous, a con-
control variable for the age of a new child has so far been excluded. But in the third columns (New Child), estimations including indicator variables for the age of the youngest new child are presented. As expected, the negative estimates generally become smaller but only a little, and the results can therefore not only be explained by immigrants in the treated group having new children. I have also estimated the effect on fertility, having a new child each year as the outcome (results available upon request) and the effect is positive and significant in year 3 but the estimated effect is less than 1 percentage point.

Table 5: Estimation results: sensitivity analysis, maternal employment, earlier immigrants as control.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access to PLB, each year since immigration:</th>
<th>Main</th>
<th>w/o New Early im.</th>
<th>Swedish born</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emigrants</td>
<td>New Child</td>
<td>−1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0554***</td>
<td>0.0610***</td>
<td>0.0484***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.00577)</td>
<td>(0.00612)</td>
<td>(0.00579)</td>
<td>(0.00919)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00121</td>
<td>0.00388</td>
<td>-0.00577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.00692)</td>
<td>(0.00731)</td>
<td>(0.00691)</td>
<td>(0.00963)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.0328***</td>
<td>-0.0301***</td>
<td>-0.0321***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.00753)</td>
<td>(0.00783)</td>
<td>(0.00747)</td>
<td>(0.00969)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.0266***</td>
<td>-0.0249***</td>
<td>-0.0219***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.00793)</td>
<td>(0.00815)</td>
<td>(0.00783)</td>
<td>(0.00961)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.0331***</td>
<td>-0.0333***</td>
<td>-0.0272***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.00824)</td>
<td>(0.00838)</td>
<td>(0.00814)</td>
<td>(0.00956)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.0363***</td>
<td>-0.0388***</td>
<td>-0.0319***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.00909)</td>
<td>(0.00920)</td>
<td>(0.00897)</td>
<td>(0.0101)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.0301***</td>
<td>-0.0319***</td>
<td>-0.0248**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.0103)</td>
<td>(0.0104)</td>
<td>(0.0102)</td>
<td>(0.0111)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.0114</td>
<td>-0.0130</td>
<td>-0.00799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.0120)</td>
<td>(0.0121)</td>
<td>(0.0119)</td>
<td>(0.0126)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0284*</td>
<td>0.0275*</td>
<td>0.0283*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.0148)</td>
<td>(0.0148)</td>
<td>(0.0146)</td>
<td>(0.0152)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.00233</td>
<td>0.00167</td>
<td>0.00450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.0204)</td>
<td>(0.0204)</td>
<td>(0.0203)</td>
<td>(0.0207)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = 463265 444240 463265 183547 7766157

All estimations also include controls for time since immigration, year, child age, and individual characteristics. Standard errors clustered on individual in parentheses.

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
As discussed in subsection 4, the construction of the group consisting of earlier immigrants may overestimate the effect of child age. Earlier immigrants with older children have to have immigrated to Sweden earlier than 1995 to be able to have older children born after the first immigration date. Mothers with older children may therefore have assimilated to the labor market more, which will be captured by the variables controlling for child age. Therefore the two last sensitivity analyses will try to deal with this potential problem.

The first one changes the population of earlier immigrants by requiring all earlier immigrants to have immigrated earlier. Column 5 (Early im. -1990) in Tables Table 4 and Table 5 therefore show estimations where the additional control group consist of earlier immigrants who received their residence permit before or in 1990 in Sweden. The estimates are somewhat more negative from year 3 for labor force participation (Table Table 4), and for employment (Table Table 5) the differences are somewhat larger, indicating that the composition of the group consisting of earlier immigrants overestimates the effect of child age, thus giving positively biased estimates. However, putting the limit for immigration earlier also reduces the sample and probably makes the earlier immigrants more different from the late immigrants.

The other way to remove the construction problem is to use Swedish-born mothers to control for the effects which child age has on labor force participation and employment. Estimation results with Swedish-born mothers are shown in column 6 of the tables. Even if Swedish-born mothers could be expected to have different values when it comes to children and work, the results are very similar, at least for the years 2–5.

Reassuringly, the estimated effects do not change much when performing these different sensitivity analyses, which reinforces the effect of PLB reducing labor force participation and employment up to six years after immigration.
5.5 Heterogenous effects

The results may differ for different mothers, which is why some heterogenous analyses are performed in this subsection. First, an analysis by child age is performed in subsection 5.5.1, before the mothers are divided by region of origin in subsection 5.5.2. In subsection 5.5.3 the analysis is performed for different educational levels and finally I study single mothers and mothers living with a partner in subsection 5.5.4.

5.5.1 By child age

To find the effect by child age, the age of the child has been interacted with the PLB variable. To investigate if the cut-off between ages six and seven is reasonable, even mothers with seven year old children have in these estimations been assigned a PLB variable equal to one.

*Figure 11* shows the estimated results for labor force participation. The estimated effect is largest for mothers with children aged 2–4 years, while no effect is found for mothers coming to Sweden with children seven years old.

*Figure 11:* Estimated results: effect of access to parental leave benefits on maternal labor force participation, by age of youngest child.
For employment, smaller point estimates together with larger confidence intervals give fewer significant results (Figure 12). It seems to be the case that mothers with younger children have lower probabilities of being employed when they have access to PLB at immigration, after controlling for the child’s age. Mothers of seven years old children do not seem to have been affected and, the estimates for mothers coming with children six years of age are almost all insignificant.

The access to pre-school classes and the municipalities’ behavior may explain why there are small or no effects for mothers of children six years of age. As found by the inquiry appointed by the government to evaluate how the PLB affects labor market participation, many municipalities require immigrants who are able to claim PLB to do that before they can get social assistance (SOU 2012:9). This requirement implies that immigrants who want to search for work may be excluded from the labor market by the municipality. When the child is seven, the municipalities can no longer force mothers to claim PLB since the child then starts mandatory school. However, even mothers of six
year olds may not be required to claim PLB since most six year olds in Sweden attend pre-school classes. These classes aren’t mandatory, but in 2001, 93 percent of all six year olds started this class (Swedish National Agency for Education, 2002).

5.5.2 By region of origin

*Figure 13* and *Figure 14* show the estimated effect of PLB by region of origin. The sample is divided into sub-samples and the analysis is performed for each region separately. Dividing the sample reduces the sample sizes, making many of the confidence intervals include a zero effect. The point estimates are in many cases still large, of more than 5 percentage points, but the patterns differ to some extent from those found when all regions are estimated together.

The two top sub-figures are for regions where few or no immigrants received residence permits as refugees. Immigrants from Western Europe show a similar pattern as in the main analysis with an estimated negative effect the first years but this effect only lasts to year 3 before the estimates are close to zero for labor force participation and one year earlier in the employment estimation, even if all estimates are insignificant.

The second sub-figure, displaying the estimated results for immigrants coming from North and South America together with the South Pacific, show a negative effect on labor force participation of over 10 percentage points in year 2 after immigration. When estimating the effect of PLB on employment these estimates are somewhat smaller but still large and not until year 7 do the point estimates become close to zero, even if the estimates are smaller and insignificant from year 3. The results for these non-refugee regions indicate that there are effects for the first years but that this effect disappears or at least gets smaller earlier than when estimating all mothers together.

Mothers from Eastern Europe, mothers from Asia, and mothers from the Middle East and North Africa had lower probabilities of being in the labor force for some years if they had access to parental leave benefits when they came to Sweden. For mothers from Eastern Europe and Asia the same pattern is seen for employment. Mothers from Sub-Saharan
Africa show similar but smaller estimated effects of PLB on labor force participation and they are far from significant.

Mothers from the Middle East and N. Africa together with Sub-Saharan Africa stand out when it comes to employment. Mothers from these regions have a positive estimated effect of PLB for the first few years, that slowly reaches zero. The explanation for this is the low participation rates among these mothers (not shown in any tables). For mothers from N. Africa and the Middle East, the employment rates are lower than 10 percent.

Figure 13: Estimated results: effect of access to parental leave benefits on maternal labor force participation, by region.
for the year of immigration, while the difference between the early immigrant mothers from the same region is 12 percentage points. Mothers from Sub-Saharan Africa have somewhat higher employment rates the first year (10.1 and 13.2 percent for the different child age groups) but they are still low compared to early immigrant mothers from this region (61.7 and 72.3 percent). Mothers from these regions seem to face other obstacles to entering into employment. These obstacles may be due to their both lacking country specific human capital, such as speaking Swedish, and discrimination in the labor market, but there may also be a decision made by the mothers.

Figure 14: Estimated results: effect of access to parental leave benefits on maternal employment, by region.
Mothers from the four regions in the bottom sub-figures are all more likely to receive residence permits in Sweden as refugees. Even if all four groups of mothers show similar patterns when it comes to labor force participation, the effects do not carry over to employment for all groups. These differences are probably driven by late immigrating mothers with older children. Even if mothers with older children from the Middle East and Africa are registered at the PES, they are not able to find employment, which probably would be the case even for mothers with younger children if they didn’t have access to PLB.

The estimated effects for labor force participation depend to some extent on where the mothers come from, but the patterns are similar for most of the regions, even if the point estimates are smaller and insignificant for Sub-Saharan Africa. When it comes to employment, the estimated effects are positive in the beginning for both Sub-Saharan Africa and the Middle East and North Africa, probably driven by obstacles to getting employment for the mothers from these regions.

5.5.3 By educational level

The estimated effect of PLB for mothers with different level of education are shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16. Mothers least affected are those with at least some university education. University educated mothers have at most a 5 percentage points lower probability of being in the labor force if they had access to PLB. It may be easier for these mothers to find some employment, and therefore they may use the benefit to a lesser extent.

For mothers with less education, PLB causes the participation in the labor force to be 5 to 10 percentage points lower, depending on educational level, until about year 7. This is a result that carries over to the effect on employment for mothers with some high school education, even if the estimates have smaller magnitudes. For mothers with only compulsory school, the pattern changes, showing zero estimated effects the first years but from year 4 a negative estimated effect for some years of having access to PLB at
Figure 15: Estimated results: effect of access to parental leave benefits on maternal labor force participation, by educational level.

Figure 16: Estimated results: effect of access to parental leave benefits on maternal employment, by educational level.
immigration.

A possible explanation for the delayed effect could be if low-educated mothers with older children start labor market programs to increase their human capital and then get their first employment only after some years. Then for the first years, mothers with small children are able to stay on parental leave and mothers with older children attend different labor market programs, which is why no differences in employment can be seen.

5.5.4 Singles and in couples

The last heterogenous analysis is performed for single mothers as opposed to mothers living with a partner. Mothers may be affected differently if they have a spouse with which to share both the economic responsibility and the care for the children. The results from these estimations are shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18. For single mothers the estimated effect on labor force participation is greater in year 2 than for mothers living in a couple, but single mothers seem to enter the labor market faster than mothers in couples. For single mothers, the estimates approaches zero in two steps. First, in year 4 the point estimate is about 5 percentage points lower for being in the labor force and then again in year 7 the point estimate drops even more. The reduction in year 4 when it comes to labor force participation does not carry over to employment, where single mothers have negative estimates of 3–5 percentage points until year 7, which is larger than that of mothers in couples.

![Figure 17: Estimated results: effect of access to parental leave benefits on maternal labor force participation of singles and mothers in couples.](image)

IFAU – Paid parental leave to immigrants – An obstacle to labor market entrance?
The results in this section indicated that single mothers are more affected the first year but some joined the labor force faster than cohabiting mothers. The differences between single mothers and cohabiting mothers is not statistically different.

6 Discussion

This paper has studied how access to paid parental leave (PLB) affects immigrating mothers’ labor market assimilation. All parents who receive a residence permit in Sweden with children aged below eight get access to 480 days of PLB, making it possible for one parent to delay labor market entrance for some years. Many immigrating mothers use the benefit, but far from all. Among mothers immigrating to Sweden between 2000 and 2005 with their youngest child between two and six years old, 43 percent claimed at least some PLB for children they had when they immigrated during the year of immigration or the following two years.

To be able to answer the question, how does the access to PLB affect labor market participation, I have made two key assumptions in this paper. The first assumption is that the only thing affecting labor force participation, or employment, that differs between mothers immigrating to Sweden with children of different ages is the age of the child. To control for this “child age effect,” an additional control group consisting of mothers who immigrated earlier to Sweden, and gave birth to their children after their immigration,
was added. The second assumption is that the effect which child age has on labor force participation and employment is the same for both mothers immigrating with children and mothers immigrating earlier and gave birth to their children in Sweden. If these assumptions are fulfilled, the estimated effects can be given casual interpretations.

The first assumption is likely to be fulfilled. There is no reason that mothers with different ages of their children coming to Sweden should differ in any other aspects than the age of their children. The second assumption is however stronger. To check the robustness of this assumption I do sensitivity analyses using different groups of mothers, both mothers immigrating earlier and Swedish born mothers, to control for child age. The result from these estimations yields very similar results as in the main analysis indicating that the effect child age has on labor force participation do not differ to much between these groups of mothers.

The main results indicate that labor force participation is 7.7 percentage points lower two years after immigration due to access to PLB, going to zero effect seven years after immigration. For employment, the estimated effect of access to PLB is about 3 percentage points 2–6 years after immigration. This indicates that it is not only mothers who, without the benefits, would have been unemployed that are the ones who are affected.

Since access to PLB can be seen as a combined effect of economic incentives and an interruption or delayed start of introduction programs or language courses, subsection 5.3 showed the results when immigrant mothers facing different payment schemes were compared. Basically, the treated group had access to a benefit that was about 60 SEK per day higher each year after immigration compared to the control group. This analysis gave negative point estimates but they were insignificant. Sensitivity and heterogenous analyses were therefore conducted for the total affect of access to PLB. All sensitivity analyses were reassuringly very similar to the main estimations.

When studying heterogeneous effects, a few conclusions can be drawn. Mothers with their youngest child five or six years of age are somewhat less affected than mothers with
younger children. This difference isn’t surprising since fewer of these mothers claim the benefit and they are able to use it for fewer years since their children turn eight earlier. Mothers coming from Sub-Saharan Africa seem to be less affected when it comes to labor force participation. For employment, both mothers from the Middle East and Africa have positive estimates the first years. This is, though, driven by low employment rates among mothers with older children, indicating that there are more obstacles to entering employment for mothers from these regions.

Is the access to PLB then a huge obstacle for labor market entrance for mothers immigrating with small children? During the six years studied, 1400 mothers on average immigrated each year to Sweden with children aged 2–6 years. If the estimations give the true effect of PLB on labor force participation, this corresponds to at most 100 mothers being out of the labor force in the second year after immigration, decreasing to zero in year 7. For employment, about 40 mothers of those immigrating during a year do not have employment due to access to the benefits 2–5 years after immigration. Looking at the number of individuals, it doesn’t seem to be that many, even if this is per year. Since only about half of the immigrating mothers obtain employment after five or six years, the percentage effect is twice as large as the percentage point effect and substantial for this group of women. But still, the access to PLB can definitively not by itself explain the low employment rates among immigrant women. This is also clear when studying the participation rates for mothers with older children who do not have access to PLB.
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Appendix A: Data

Below the variables used in the regression estimations are described.

Outcome variables

- **Employed** equals 1 if individual $i$ in year $t$ earns more than the 10th percentile in the full-time wage distribution in Sweden.

- **Labor force attachment** equals 1 if individual $i$ is **Employed** or registered at least 30 days at the Public employment Service.

Explanatory variables

- **PLB** equals 1 if the mother immigrated between 2000 and 2005 with a child who, in the year of immigration, turned 2–6 years old.

- **$D(Time_{it} = \tau)$** equals 1 for Late immigrant mothers if year $t$ is $\tau$ years after immigration. $\tau$ goes from 0 to 9.

- **$D(Childage_{it} = a)$** equals 1 for a mother if the youngest child at immigration, or the first year of analysis, is $a$ years old in year $t$. $a$ goes from 2 to 20 where 20 includes ages 20–24.

- **$D(year_t = b)$** equals 1 if the year is year $b$, where $b$ goes from 2000 to 2009.

Additional control variables - $X_i$

- **$D(Edu=e)$** equals 1 if the educational level the first year of analysis is $e$, where $e$ corresponds to

  1. less than compulsory school
  2. compulsory school
  3. up to two years of high school
  4. up to three years of high school
  5. tertiary, less than three years
6. tertiary, three years or more

7. doctoral studies

- $D(\text{Number}=n)$ equals 1 if individual $i$ had $n$ children the first year of analysis. $n$ goes from 1–6 where 6 also includes mothers with more than six children.

- $D(\text{Age group}=g)$ equals 1 if individual $i$ belongs to age group $g$, where each age group is a five-year interval.

- $D(\text{region}=r)$ equals 1 if the region of origin is region $r$:
  1. Western Europe
  2. Eastern Europe
  3. Asia
  4. The Middle East and North Africa
  5. Sub-Saharan Africa
  6. North America, South America, and the South Pacific

- $D(\text{County}=l)$ equals 1 if the individual lives in county $l$ the first year of analysis. There are 21 counties in Sweden.

- $D(\text{Partner}=p)$ equals 1 if the partner the first year of analysis immigrated at time $p$ corresponding to
  1. being Swedish-born
  2. immigrated more than five years earlier
  3. immigrated 1–4 years earlier
  4. immigrated the first year of analysis
### Table B 1: Estimation results: maternal labor force attachment and employment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labor force (1)</th>
<th>Employment (2)</th>
<th>Employment (3)</th>
<th>Employment (4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Access to PLB, each year since immigration:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.0385***</td>
<td>0.0449***</td>
<td>0.0554***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00726)</td>
<td>(0.00570)</td>
<td>(0.00577)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.0796***</td>
<td>-0.0650***</td>
<td>-0.00797</td>
<td>0.0121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00833)</td>
<td>(0.00722)</td>
<td>(0.00692)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.0909***</td>
<td>-0.0772***</td>
<td>-0.0418***</td>
<td>-0.0328***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00839)</td>
<td>(0.00803)</td>
<td>(0.00753)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.0814***</td>
<td>-0.0684***</td>
<td>-0.0360***</td>
<td>-0.0266***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00844)</td>
<td>(0.00804)</td>
<td>(0.00793)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.0737***</td>
<td>-0.0614***</td>
<td>-0.0419***</td>
<td>-0.0331***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00848)</td>
<td>(0.00883)</td>
<td>(0.00824)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.0592***</td>
<td>-0.0472***</td>
<td>-0.0460***</td>
<td>-0.0363***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00923)</td>
<td>(0.00987)</td>
<td>(0.00909)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.0457***</td>
<td>-0.0364***</td>
<td>-0.0385***</td>
<td>-0.0301***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0103)</td>
<td>(0.0112)</td>
<td>(0.0103)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.0137</td>
<td>-0.00731</td>
<td>-0.0181</td>
<td>-0.0114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0120)</td>
<td>(0.0131)</td>
<td>(0.0120)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.00618</td>
<td>0.0132</td>
<td>0.0210</td>
<td>0.0284*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0147)</td>
<td>(0.0163)</td>
<td>(0.0148)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-0.0147</td>
<td>-0.00697</td>
<td>-0.00127</td>
<td>0.00233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0204)</td>
<td>(0.0225)</td>
<td>(0.0204)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Each year since Immigration</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.533***</td>
<td>-0.467***</td>
<td>-0.559***</td>
<td>-0.497***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00555)</td>
<td>(0.00603)</td>
<td>(0.00457)</td>
<td>(0.00359)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.264***</td>
<td>-0.200***</td>
<td>-0.440***</td>
<td>-0.377***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00615)</td>
<td>(0.00631)</td>
<td>(0.00568)</td>
<td>(0.00619)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.187***</td>
<td>-0.121***</td>
<td>-0.351***</td>
<td>-0.285***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00611)</td>
<td>(0.00622)</td>
<td>(0.00621)</td>
<td>(0.00650)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.161***</td>
<td>-0.0937***</td>
<td>-0.309***</td>
<td>-0.239***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00612)</td>
<td>(0.00624)</td>
<td>(0.00643)</td>
<td>(0.00666)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.137***</td>
<td>-0.0695***</td>
<td>-0.266***</td>
<td>-0.193***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00614)</td>
<td>(0.00624)</td>
<td>(0.00662)</td>
<td>(0.00678)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.118***</td>
<td>-0.0467***</td>
<td>-0.233***</td>
<td>-0.151***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00677)</td>
<td>(0.00677)</td>
<td>(0.00741)</td>
<td>(0.00738)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.110***</td>
<td>-0.0306***</td>
<td>-0.215***</td>
<td>-0.122***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00770)</td>
<td>(0.00755)</td>
<td>(0.00844)</td>
<td>(0.00822)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.110***</td>
<td>-0.0273***</td>
<td>-0.205***</td>
<td>-0.107***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Continue on next page
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child age</th>
<th>Labor force</th>
<th></th>
<th>Employment</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(0.00103)</td>
<td>-0.000575</td>
<td>0.0301***</td>
<td>0.0262***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00268)</td>
<td>(0.00268)</td>
<td>(0.00298)</td>
<td>(0.00297)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.00102</td>
<td>-0.00285</td>
<td>0.0370***</td>
<td>0.0285***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00312)</td>
<td>(0.00314)</td>
<td>(0.00353)</td>
<td>(0.00354)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.00550*</td>
<td>-0.000545</td>
<td>0.0468***</td>
<td>0.0340***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00329)</td>
<td>(0.00335)</td>
<td>(0.00375)</td>
<td>(0.00382)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0127***</td>
<td>0.00446</td>
<td>0.0614***</td>
<td>0.0444***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00343)</td>
<td>(0.00355)</td>
<td>(0.00393)</td>
<td>(0.00406)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.0191***</td>
<td>0.0105***</td>
<td>0.0780***</td>
<td>0.0587***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00362)</td>
<td>(0.00380)</td>
<td>(0.00423)</td>
<td>(0.00439)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0221***</td>
<td>0.0127***</td>
<td>0.0905***</td>
<td>0.0686***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00382)</td>
<td>(0.00405)</td>
<td>(0.00451)</td>
<td>(0.00472)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.0260***</td>
<td>0.0153***</td>
<td>0.100***</td>
<td>0.0757***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00404)</td>
<td>(0.00432)</td>
<td>(0.00480)</td>
<td>(0.00505)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0256***</td>
<td>0.0131***</td>
<td>0.111***</td>
<td>0.0822***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00430)</td>
<td>(0.00463)</td>
<td>(0.00514)</td>
<td>(0.00541)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.0253***</td>
<td>0.0117***</td>
<td>0.116***</td>
<td>0.0843***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00459)</td>
<td>(0.00496)</td>
<td>(0.00548)</td>
<td>(0.00580)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.0286***</td>
<td>0.0128**</td>
<td>0.129***</td>
<td>0.0927***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00491)</td>
<td>(0.00532)</td>
<td>(0.00585)</td>
<td>(0.00619)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.0199***</td>
<td>0.00357</td>
<td>0.129***</td>
<td>0.0905***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00521)</td>
<td>(0.00568)</td>
<td>(0.00616)</td>
<td>(0.00656)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.0219***</td>
<td>0.00580</td>
<td>0.137***</td>
<td>0.0972***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00552)</td>
<td>(0.00604)</td>
<td>(0.00649)</td>
<td>(0.00697)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.0172***</td>
<td>0.00201</td>
<td>0.139***</td>
<td>0.0979***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00591)</td>
<td>(0.00648)</td>
<td>(0.00687)</td>
<td>(0.00742)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.0131**</td>
<td>0.000725</td>
<td>0.139***</td>
<td>0.0990***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00644)</td>
<td>(0.00702)</td>
<td>(0.00741)</td>
<td>(0.00799)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.000288</td>
<td>-0.00908</td>
<td>0.132***</td>
<td>0.0928***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00711)</td>
<td>(0.00770)</td>
<td>(0.00809)</td>
<td>(0.00869)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>-0.00841</td>
<td>-0.0144*</td>
<td>0.124***</td>
<td>0.0864***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00793)</td>
<td>(0.00853)</td>
<td>(0.00897)</td>
<td>(0.00957)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>-0.0167*</td>
<td>-0.0180*</td>
<td>0.123***</td>
<td>0.0891***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00906)</td>
<td>(0.00955)</td>
<td>(0.0101)</td>
<td>(0.0106)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Continued from last page

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labor force</th>
<th>Employment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥20</td>
<td>-0.0444***</td>
<td>-0.0328***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0118)</td>
<td>(0.0120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X_i</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>463265</td>
<td>463265</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All estimations also include controls for time since immigration, child age, year, and individual characteristics. Standard errors clustered on individual in parentheses.

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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